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QCD WITH DYNAMICAL WILSON FERMIONS

Rajan GLIPTA

T8 MS-B285, los Alamos National Lab., Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Institute of Theoretical Physics, UCSB, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

In collaboration with C. Baillie, R. Brickner, G. Kilcup, A. Patel and S. Sharpe.

Results for the spectrum and the £ and D parameters are obtained with precision similar to that in the

quenched approximation. Present data for m_ _>rn_ show measurable effects due to vacuum polarization
only in the pion-Nucleon C term suggesting that C ,ea -_ Cvat. The lattice update is being done on the
Connection Machine which is very well s_ited to simulate QCD with 2 flavors of Wilson fermions (with

mass close to the strange quark) usir,g HMCA on 163 x 32 lattices.

I. Introduction: In this talk I present the status errors. We are now updating 163 x 32 lattices at

of QCD simulations with nj, = 2 flavors of Wilson /_ = 5.5,_ = 0.160 and /3 = 5.6,_ = 0.157 and
fermions being done on the Connection Machine (at 0.1575. In due course this will provide an indepen-
Los Alamos, TMC, Argonne, Sandia and Syracuse) dent statistical sample for comparison and it will also

and Cray YMP (at LANL, SDSC and PSC). We are allow us to extract effective masses at larger time
generating lattices using the Hybrid Monte Carlo AI- separation.

gorithm (HMCA)[I] [2] at/3 = 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. At
M'old 1Vnew

each of these three values of/3 we are simulating a /_ _/ e N,n_/ .'t,._,.i -'_,._,i .4

number of values of _. This exploration of parameter 5.4 .160 01017 45;20 (300 -;60%

space is necessary in order to (a) study the effect of 5.4 .161 0.015 ,50;20 1080 -;61%

quark loops, (b) evaluate the behavior and efficacy 5.4 .162 0.010 70;35 310 74;-%
of HMCA as the quark mass is reduced (_ --, xc), 5'4 .163 0.011 35i20 160 -;63%

and (c) examine the scaling behavior of observables. ',5.5 .158 0.011 70;:3'0 320 O0;-%

The details of the update are given in Table 1 b.5 .159 0.010 70; 40 400 60;-%

and a Iongerwriteup is under preparation. The per- $.5 .160 0.008 100;40 400 135 (32;(38%

formance of the QCDcode on the CM2 has been de- 5.6 .156 0.0145 50; 20 220 80 84; 65%

scribed by R. Brickner at this conference [3]. Here I ,5'6 .157 0.0090 80; 40 440 200 63; 83%

outline the method we use for tuning HMCA and give 5.6 .1575 0.008 50; 30 1,50 -;79%
some data showing that the auto-correlation times in

the update are large. Table 1: I_un Parameters ibr the lattices. The

Part of our 164 lattices have the following error' trajectories are of random lengt1_ N,,,_ = a + b,

the front-end random number generator (used only ran f(). The number o£ trajectories generated be-
in the crucial Metropolis accept/reject step) was by fore rlVol_l _ flgneu,

_''traj/ and after _., traj ) iqxing the b_zg"are
default initialized with the same starting seed at the given separately along with the corresponding" ac-

beginning of each restart of the job. Most of the ceptance rates.
time a run consisted of a few trajectories, so using

the same sequence is expected to produce a bias. The new results presented here are for (a) the

Table 1 gives the breakup of update runs with and hadron spectrum and (b) the SU(3) symmetry break-

without this bug. We have comparable data for the ing parameters £ and D for the proton using scalar

two casesand do not find a significant difference be- and axial density insertions. Results for the mo-

tween them. The more significant limitation of the ments of the quark distribution amplitude for the

current results is poor statistics, lt is our guess that pion were presented by D. Daniel [4]. Ali these

errors clue to the bias are less than the statistical results are obtained for quark masses in the range
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nz_ < mq < 3n_8 for which we expect effects of vac-
uum polarization in physical observables to be small.

Similarly, the weakest coupling used,/3 = 5.6, is per-
haps just at the beginning of the scaling region. So,

these exploratory first results lay down the guidelines
for the parameter values at which future calculations
should be done.

2. Tuning HM(3A' In our previous studies of

tuning _ we had analyzed data on 84 lattices (Wil-

son fermions) and up to 4 x 103 lattices (staggered)

[5]. Our ConClusion, for the version of leap frog al-
gorithm in which the links are updated at the first

half step, was that a 10-20 % gain in acceptance can
be obtained provided one tunes 13-/_ML) _ 0.008
and mind -- m _ 0.001. Our new tests on 164 lat-

tices (Wilson) and 16_ x 24 lattices (staggered) show
that these shifts are too large and much better ac-

ceptance is obtained with/3 = _MD and m = mMD

for both kinds of fermions. Since tuning affects the

total action which is an extensive quantity; we con-
jecture that one needs to reduce the shifts in/3 and

m given above by the ratio of lattice volumes. Fig/: Va1"ia_ion oi _S [or/3 - 13rod = 0.008 (o),

A simple empirical method for tuning that does /3,,d =/3 (so./id ./ine) and/3,na -/3 = 0.005 (das./_ec./
not require high statistics is as follows: on a given ./ine) starting wii_h l_hesame therma]ized ]a_l;ice at
starting configuration monitor the change in the ac- 13= 5.6, _: = 0.1,57 and wit./] e = 0.012
tion at each step of the trajectory as a [unction of

c,/3,,d and _ma, The goal is to reduce fluctuations

in _q over the length of the trajectory to within the

interval [-!,1]. Figure I shows the results of a test
for 3 values of/3rod. As advertised, of the three cases

/3,,,a = 13 is the best. We have not yet made tests
with smaller shifts.

3. Autocorrelations: We find that the lowest

order implementation of HMCA exhibits long auto-
correlation times. We have monitored the time his-

tory of hadron correlators along with up to 6 x 6
Wilson loops and find similar long auto-correlations

in ali observables. In Fig. 2 we show a typical time

history for the pion correlator. On the basis of such
correlations observed in time histories, we conclude
that runs with HMCA exhibit autocorrelation times

of at least a few hundred trajectories even though our
present data sets are too short to determine these

accurately. The time histories do not show any long
time drifts in the observables. Nevertheless, we will
continue to monitor the data to check if thermaliza- Fig. 2: Time history of pion correlator at/3 - 5.5

tion is complete since the present runs, measured in and _ = 0.160 at _ime sepaI"a_ions 9 (x), 10 (o)

units of decorrelation times, are short. We typically and 11 (-t-).

discarded the first 200 time units for this purpose.



4. The Lattice Saale, _c and _' We define correlators and we compare their efficacy in yield-
4 _,.(g) using a linea'r extrapolation for m_ in I/_ ing asymptotic results. We find that both methods

keeping _v = _cd = _. The lattice scale a -I for give results within errors though in general the ef-
agiven fl is determined by setting the p mass at _c fective mass reaches a plateau one time slice ear-

to 770 MeV. 3"'0compare against quenched calcu- lier with correlators smeared at both ends. On the

lations we estimate/3 aelf, the equivalent gauge cou- other hand, the fluctuations in the effective mass are
pling for the quenched theory which has the same usually larger with the doubly smeared correlators.

scale, and fl_f[, the quenched gauge coupling which Thus, while smearing improves the overlap with the
has the same _c. These parameters are listed in hadronic state it also increases noise due to fluctu-

Table 2. If _ff and /3_ff agree then the effect ations in the gauge links on the smeared time slice.
of dynamical fermions might be regarded as a slm- Optimization, therefore, has to be done with respect
ple renormalization of the pure gauge coupling. Our to these two factors. We find it worthwhile calcu-

present data show that this is not the case. lating correlators with and without smearing at the

For r = 1 Wilson fermions, the quark mass is sink time slice because the two numbers provide a

defined by mqcz = log (1 -_-0.5( 1 1 )) however, consistency check while the extra CPU time is a tiny/_ h: c '

I ). fraction overall!he naive mass term in the action is 0.5(_. - _
This difference is a general statement of a lack of
unique definition of the quark mass and for small

m q the differences become insignificant. At finite

m q we incorporate this non-uniqueness through the

factor f - c9mq/c9(2_) -I as is relevant in the case
of F and D parameters discussed below. In Table

2 we also list the value of _, corresponding; to the
strange quark, lt is roughly the relevant scale below

which measurable effects of vacuum polarization are
expected to show up.

/3 l a cJv
5.3 0.167 0.1685 5.71 .... f.2

5.4 0.1G30.].643 '5.':8  .60 5.75
5.5 0.160 0.16147 5.86-" 1.93 '5.88

5.6 0.15_,i2 0.15815 5.96 2.40 6.04

Table 2: The lattice scale a -1 and Sc for the dy-

namicM runs. We Mso list the effective quenched

couplings with the same critica3 parameters.

Fig 3: APE plot using data given in Table 3,
5. Spectrum using Smeared Quark Prop-

. agators' We use periodic boundary conditions for The mass of the lowest state is extracted from

both the gauge and fermion action in the update, the hadron correlators using the following procedure'
The calculation of quark propagators is done on dou- for each state we firs* examine the single mass effec-

bled lattices i.e. 163 x 16 ---, 163 x 32. We use tive plot for the existence of a stable plateau and

the Wuppertal source method to calculate smeared then make a single mass fit over this range of the

quark propagators and to build hadron correlators plateau using the fullcovariance matrix to minimize

out of these [6]. In almost all cases the smearing X2. The errors in the fit parameters are calculated

radius is _-, 4 lattice units. In addition to smearing using the single elimination jackknife method.

the source, one can also smear the sink point. This The final results for the zr, p, nucleon and the

• gives us two different constructions of the hadron /..3,are given in Table 3, along with theextrapolated



values assuming that m is linear in 1/_ for channels Knowing (ms-m) one can predict F and 29 and vice
other than the pion. The table also lists values for

versa. In the limit of infinitely heavy quarks F =
ZA lf,r (normalized such that the experimental value 1 and D = 0; deviations from these values arises

is f_ = 132 _JleV) [4]. The data show the desired due to the relativistic motion of the quarks. Lattice

trend' the ratio mN/mp decreases while mA/mN calculations allow us to map the interval between

increases as the quark mass is decreased, rnq = c_ and the physical value of m q [7].
Finally, the above data are presented on an APE We calculate the valence contribution to A and

plot in Fig. 3. The lightest quark mass is roughly B using the ratio /_ of the 3-point (insertions on
ms and for such heavy quarks one gets results that

the valence quarks only) to the 2-point correlation
are very similar to those found in quenched simula- functions. The long time behavior of such ratios with
tions and consistent with phenomenological models, either scalar or axial vector insertions is for example
I consider this agreement to indicate that the dynam-

ical update is working on lattices as large as 163 x32

--, const . + 7 t .and for mq _ ms. 0.5 Rs,(t) t...,oo Fs

6. SU(3) Mass Splittings and the F and

D Parameters' for the symmetry breaking mass We have set C - 0 in which case 2F = ,4. (This

term -_a(m - ro,g) 4,_aq, where m = mu = ma is also true in the limit of SU(3) symmetry as then
and TrAa,_b = 26ab, the first order SU(3) mass split- the sea contributions cancel). We find a good signal
tings are characterized by the matrix elements of the using smeared operators for both A and B while that

three scalar densities A - {P czulP),B - (Pl&lP) for the combination 2D = A - 2B is much more

and C =__(PI3slP). lP) is in general any hadronic noisy. The final results are given in Table 4 along
state although we will mainly be concerned with the with the value for A in the p+ and A ++. The gross
proton, features in the data are that the value of F does

The mass splittings within the baryon octet can not change much as the quark mass is decreased

be parameterized in terms of the two reduced matrix from 3m, to ms while the magnitude of D increases

elements Fs and Ds for a symmetry breaking term as expected. A fit to ali the data would suggest

that transforms as ,_s. These parameters can be ms- m _ 170 MeV.
expressed in terms of matrix elements ol_ the scalar To make comparison with the quenched theory,

densities: 2Fs = (A-C) and 2Ds = (A-2BWC) we have analyzed 163 x 40 lattices at fl = 6.0 and

and experimental data yields _ = 0.154 and 0.155. The results at _ = 0.154

2F(ms- m)= M=-Mp = 0.379 GeV I (mq ,._ ms) are indistinguishable within the statis-- tical errors from those in Table 4. We find that

2D(ms - m) = _I_ + Mp - 2Mr, = -0.129 GeVI the quenched values increase by ,-_ 20% between2D(m, - m) = 0.5(MA - Mr.) = -0.116 GeV _ = 0.154 and 0.155.



• .....Fs Ds Ps [ As 'I duced matrix elements of the axial current for the....

proton, F Aand DA come from the spin correlations
mq = oa I 0 I 3 '

and lifetime of neutron decay gA = FA + DA =
..Exp!.: 190/mSB.--61.../nzSB 124/mSn1440/mSm 1.259(4), and from a fit to all theserni-leptonic by-..........

_v fF.s'/Zs fDs/Zs ff, s)Zs f&s/ZS peron decay rates FA/DA = 0.59(5). Using the

.162 1.03(7) -0.13(1.1) 0.74(7) '2.5(2)- non-relativistic quark model, the results in the static
- (mq = co)limit are gA = 5/3 and FA/DA = 2/3,

,158 0,90(6) -0.05(5) 0,89(10) 2,5(2)

.159 1.12(7) -0.12(6) 0,86(7) 2.6(3)

.160 0..99(6) -0,28(6) 0.74(8) 2.0(3) n 0,162 0,158 0,159 0,160 0.156 0,1,57
f FA/ZA .52i 5) ,57(2) .59( 3 ) ,53(5 ) .80'(2) .57( :3)

.156 1.03(7) -0.11(4) 0.90(5) '2.5(2) fDA/ZA 83i3) 86(2).86(o).84(4)86(2)85(3)

.157 1.10(6) -0.17(5) 1.08(9) 3.3(4) ' • ' " ' '.,.

Table 5: Non-singlet axid current maa'ix elements
Table 4: Non-singlet scalar density matrix ele-

o£ the proton. The experimental values are F..t =
ments. The experimentM numbers are extracted

0.48 a_d DA = 0.78.
assuming first order symmetry breaking through

the mass term insb = hz, -(m,, +ro,l)/2 in MeV.
We find a reasonable signal for both FA and D.4

7. Pion-nucleon Sigma Tern]: Neglecting C, and the data (Table 5) do not show any statistically

the pion-nucleon sigma term is given by significant variation with fl or mq. The results are
consistent with the experimental numbers if we use

_,,al (P_u+ . 085. The quenched results at_,_NN = _ ddlP> = ,}-z(3F- D) f _ 0.97 and ZA " .

Using F _ 1.05, the phenomenologically derived fl=6.0 and _ =0.154 are similar to those in Table5 and show a _., I0% decrease as _ is increased to
value D/F ,_ -0.32 and ff_ _ 7 MeV, we arrive 0.155.

_,_i - 3 5fi_ = 25 MeV,at the canonical value _TrNN -- '

The combination A + B can also be calculated Acknowledgements: We are grateful to ACL at
from the numerical derivative GO_p/O17_q, Note that LANL, PSC, TMC, NPAC, Sandia, SDSC and Ar-
on lattices with dynamical fermions, this method

gonne for the tremendous support received for these
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_3 I ,_ ,v, _ z;;'l, p N 1: A N/r, SIN
,.......... , ,,, " , , ,,, :_ ","

5.,t .IGO 15 0,f7(2) 0:21(1) 0.87(2) IA7(5) ._[,:,5'1([0) I,G9(07) 1,0.J(08),,
5.,1 .1(;1 ' 15 0,65(2) 0.18(,2) 0,76(2) 1,:22(7) 1.27(10) 1,61(10) 110,1(10), ,

5.,1 .162 1,1 0.569(11) 0.16(1) 0.71(1) 1.12(4) 1.22(5) 1.58(07) 1i()t)(05).........

51,t . ld3 ,t 0,43 0.56 0.86 0.93 1.54 1.08
5,,t .16,13"7 .... 0,48 0.68 ..... 0,86 , "

...... , ,7_' ,

5,5 :,.158 ' 15 .....0:568!5) 0.15(1) "-0.672(9',i 1.10(2) i 17(3) 1.(3,1(0,1) 1.0fi(0:_)
5.5 .159 17 ..,J:481(5) 0.13(1.) 0.598(8) 0.96(3) 1.05(3) 1.61(05) 1.0(0(05)
55 .1(30 27 0.,365[12) 0.':i14(5) 0.517(11) 0,,78(2) 0.89(3) 1.51(05) l; l,t(05)
515 .16i,17'.... 0.40 0.55 0,69

5,6 .I156 16 0.486(7) 0.125(6). 0.588(8) 0'194(2) 1.,.00(3) 1,(30(0,1) 1:0(3(0,1).

5,o .157 :_5 0,352(6 ) 0.102(4) 0.459(9) - 0.71(2) 0.78(3) 1.55(07) 1.10(06)_,_ ,1_815 ' 0,3.4 0,45 _.o.5:Ja
"lhble 3: Meson and baryon spectru m using NI lattices for the diifereut parameters g_ven in table ,






